Why Not Finland?, 2012: Marla Perkins, Ph.D.
Not so long after I divorced X, I had an opportunity to go to Finland, and I took it. Finland had been on
the list for a long time, and it was a terrific place to celebrate recently regained freedom. I started out in
Helsinki, of course, because that’s the landing site for most international flights. As usual, I found an
interesting place to stay. One of the uses of the main stadium for the Games of the XV Olympiad, held in
Helsinki in 1952 (also in 1940 for the XII Olympiad, but that year did not have that stadium, or the
Olympics, thanks to WWII), is as a hostel. Helsinki also has interesting public art, and not of the usual
military-government sort as seen in Britain and the countries of the former British Empire. Finland went
a different direction. The Sibelius monument is structurally interesting, and there are women and girls
included in various sculptures, and there’s also this set of reflective spheres, just out on the sidewalk
there. Why not? The balls are bolted down. I checked.
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I was in Finland in April, and the weather was usually clear. I had a clear view of sun dogs, which I don’t
usually see, and not so well. The ring occurs at 22 degrees from the sun. Among many reasons to visit
Finland are the bathrooms. I don’t have pictures, but if one has to use a bathroom, Finland is the place
to do so. There, and Japan. Nothing like bathrooms in Finland and Japan. Rather than applying human
ingenuity primarily to ever-improving ways to destroy people, places, and things by military means,
clever people in Finland and Japan have applied their skills to improving the whole human experience of
the toilet. More comfortable seats, more efficient and effective flushing, stellar hygiene for people and
bathrooms, décor that rivals the ambience at the world’s best restaurants, use of proxemics that
minimizes lines and bottlenecks. There are many reasons to travel. Traveling to Finland or Japan for the
bathrooms would probably make people look askance, but only until they try the bathrooms for
themselves.
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The Sibelius monument is famous, and there are pictures everywhere, so I’ve decided not to include it
here in order to keep this a bit shorter than some of these little travel tidbits have been. But here’s
another non-military piece of public art, in the Kamppi, a commercial area in central Helsinki. I have not
seen pictures of this sculpture that are nearly as good as this one, so here’s my picture of it.
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From Helsinki, I took a bus to Turku, where the conference was being held. I gave a talk based on a
chapter of my dissertation. Turku was a good place for a good restart in linguistics. Mikael Agricola, a
Lutheran bishop, made sure that everyone knew that Finnish was its own language, not a dialect of
Swedish. No one who was honest about the data would have said Finnish was anything like Swedish: the
language families are completely different. But most people were not being honest about the languages.
The Swedish weren’t honest because they wanted to justify their ongoing possession of Finland. The
Finnish weren’t honest because it was dangerous to do so while Sweden owned the Finnish areas. The
case that Agricola made for the distinctiveness of the Finnish language was a large contributing piece of
the case made for the independence of Finland.
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Having only recently become available to do linguistic research again, I didn’t have much material. So I
reworked some information I already had and took it out on the road to see what happened. The paper
was enthusiastically received and was published not long thereafter. While in Turku, I also had time to
attend a concert of some of Sibelius’ early music. I invited along a colleague I met at the conference and
the woman I was staying with. Finland is incredibly expensive, and the best deal I found for housing was
a couch-surfing situation with a woman who made her spare bedroom available to travelers for a
reasonable price because she enjoyed meeting people from all over the world. Why not? She did have a
sauna in her apartment, which is typical of Finnish apartments, but she didn’t like saunaing, so she used
hers as a closet. Why not?
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She was a terrific host and did some inquiring about my interests and preferences and took me out one
day to see the Archipelago National Park. We took a walk along the shore, where the ice was breaking
up, and we had a boat excursion among some of the islands.
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According to some sources, the Archipelago National Park (Saaristomeren kansallispuisto: Finnish has
both phonemic long vowels and phonemic long consonants) has the most islands of any archipelago in
the world. The archipelago has been inhabited by humans for a long time, and the area is archeologically
important for studying the history of fishing and agriculture in the area, and from burial grounds, which
are found throughout the archipelago. The area is also important for birds. I was there a bit early and
missed most of the birds. And one of the islands is the headquarters of Moomin World
(Muumimaailma), a theme park celebrating the Moomin trolls, fictional characters developed by Tove
Jansson. The geography of the area is important in the stories about the Moomins. I was there a bit early
and missed the Moomins, too.
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I took buses all over Finland. When I went to the first bus station to make arrangements for my postconference itinerary, the woman at the desk suggested a way to cut the cost by a couple of hundred
dollars. Yes, please. She asked where I wanted to go and made all of the arrangements. At one point in
the schedule, I was to have six minutes to make a transfer. My experience with buses is that the
schedules are not precise enough to make a six-minute transfer, but the woman assured me that six
minutes was plenty of time. Finnish buses are unbelievable in their precision. They leave within 20
seconds of scheduled departures. For my six-minute transfer, I talked to the bus driver, who also said six
minutes was plenty of time. When we arrived at the transfer station, he motioned to me to go get on
the other bus. He brought my suitcase from under the bus and put it on the next bus, told the next bus
driver where I was going, and we were off. I even had time to stash my backpack under the seat and pull
out a book. In Finland, six minutes is plenty of time.
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Relying on buses has its limits. I stopped in Tampere to try to go to a gorge I wanted to hike in
(Helvetinkolu Gorge), but there wasn’t an affordable way to do that: no public transportation out to the
gorge, car rental for the day was going to be over $200 (Finland is expensive) and not much less for taxis,
no one in the hostel wanting to share a ride, and me on an adjunct salary, which is to say, making less
than minimum wage for the amount of time I put into the work. I considered taking the bus as far as I
could and walking from there, but that would have meant a longer hike than I wanted to take, and you
know that’s a long walk. Instead, I walked around Tampere, where there’s a Russian Orthodox church.
Prior to Agricola’s work, Sweden and Russian both claimed Finnish territory. To spite Sweden, Russia
became the first country to recognize Finland as an independent country. Next time I visit Finland, I’ll
budget for a car rental. But buses also have positive points, such as routes past places I might not
otherwise have considered, such as an amethyst mine and reindeer farms.
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Outside of Rovaniemi, north of the arctic circle, I stayed at a hostel where the full-time job was breeding
a new breed of sled dog. Taking in guests was occasional bonus income. Huskies are fast over distances,
but their strength isn’t what might be desired for some purposes. Malamutes are powerful but not
particularly fast. The goal is to develop a breed that is both fast and strong yet has the endurance to
keep going all day. I’m not sure how that will turn out. At the Olympics, we see fast-strong runners and
sleek-enduring runners, and these are entirely different people at this point in sports history. I enjoyed
staying at a place with nearly a hundred dogs around. I enjoyed experiencing a place where winter is a
fact, not a set of conditions to be fought off: everyone had chains or spikes on their tires, so no road
clearing was done; and people had walkers-on-skies to use to scoot around town, probably faster and
more easily than on foot, and with a small platform for groceries or other findings. I also enjoyed skiing
and snowshoeing and looking for the aurora borealis, which I didn’t see and still haven’t seen. I’ll keep
trying. Maybe at this place. The hostel-of-the-dogs was probably my favorite hostel anywhere.
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On Easter Sunday, some of the other guests at the hostel wanted to go dog-sledding. Finland is
expensive, as mentioned, and it bears repeating, and they wanted someone else to help share the cost.
You know a place is expensive when Swiss tourists are recruiting random strangers to share costs. Do I
want to go dog-sledding on Easter Sunday? Why not? So the hosts took us out to the gear room and
bundled us all up in full-body snow suits that were unbearably hot to wear in the unheated gear room.
They worked out well for dog-sledding. The dogs got all of the exercise, so the rest of us weren’t moving
around enough to stay warm. The dogs were moving quickly, also. The dogs were happy to go out for a
run. They were so excited to be out running that it took a couple of miles for them to settle into running
along at a steady pace and in a steady direction instead of scampering around like puppies. I did get to
drive, but the pictures were clearer when I wasn’t. We spent several hours on a river that was still firmly
frozen in April. Hi, honey, I’m home.
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The dogs eat frozen blocks of reindeer meat. In the morning, the host went out and threw 50-pound
blocks to that group of dogs, and another to another group of dogs, and then more to the next group of
dogs. It was below freezing all of the time, and the dogs were used to gnawing on frozen meat. Gnawing
kept them busy most of the morning and prevented them from wolfing food down at a pace that might
have caused digestive problems. Having seen sled dogs in a place where sled dogs are at home, I now
don’t like to see them in places where the dogs suffer from the heat at any temperature above 40
Fahrenheit degrees (4.4 degrees Celsius). If I’m going to have a sled dog, and why not, I will have to be
living in Finland, and why not?

